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Female Ini t�ates in Faulkner 
Ihab · Hassan in 1he Radical Innocence defines initiation 
"as the firs.t existential ordeal, crisis, or encounter with "> • 
experience in the life of a youth lthe ideal aim of whicl:i] is 
knowledge, recognition, and confirmation in the world [!es ulting 
in a] viable mode of confronting adult realities. 111 With this 
definition in mind, I shall look at the initiation· of some of 
the voung women created by William Faulkner. I am particularly 
concerned with testing the validity of the following statement 
by Cleanth Brooks : "In the Faulknerian world men have to lose 
their innocence, confront the hard choice, and through a process 
of initiation discover reality. But the women are already in 
possession of this knowledge, naturally and instinctively . 112 
I t seems to me .t hat in "trying to tell a story of the 
human heart in conflict with itself, or with others, or with 
environment113 Faulkner does not distinguish between men and 
women in the amount or the degree of conflict they must undergo. 
In this paper I shall examine the initiation of Narcissa in 
Sartoris, Candace in The Sound and The Fury, Temple in Sanctuary, 
and Drusilla in The Unvanquished to demonstrate that these 
\vomen do not possess an intuitive knowledge which frees them 
from the struggle to find themselves and their relationship with 
their world. Indeed it is woman· ' s  supposed "almost mindless 
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personification of the fecundity of nature114 that increases a 
woman's need to struggle, since this supposition causes society 
to bind her more tightly with controlling conventions than it 
does men. 
In my selection of Narcissa, Candace, Temple and Drusilla, 
I have looked for young women whose later lives are not of 
importance in the novel. This criterion caused me to reject 
considering such women as Rosa Coldfield, Addie Bundren and 
Joanna Burden, even though their initiations are certainly as 
full of struggle and conflict as those considered. I have also 
avoided mentioning Narcissa in S anctuary and Temple in Requiem 
for � Nun, wishing to concentrate on each woman's first critical 
encounter with life's realities without being.influ:,nced unduly 
by her later responses to life. 
I have not dealt with Eula Varner, although .in The Hamlet 
she does seem t o  be an example of the "almost mindless personifi­
cation of the fecundity of nature" that Brooks sees in Faulkner's 
women. I t  is not possible to ignore Faulkner's description of 
Eula as a representative of "the supreme primal uterus [who has] 
a weary wisdom heired of all mammalian maturity. 1 15 
Eula's seeming acceptance of nature's reproductive bent 
may be no more than a natural outgrowth of living in a rural 
society where a crop is yearly brought forth from the land and 
the reproduction of livestock is of economic importance. In 
addition , she has the example of her parents who have had sixteen 
children. h'h.en Eula shows little interest in anything and least 
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of all in education , all her father wants is "to keep her out of 
trouble until she gets old enough t o  sleep with a man without 
getting me and him both arrested. 116 
When the sixteen-year-old Eula gets pregnant , her father 
thinks i t  foolish to have "all this hullabaloo and uproar because 
one co�founded running bitch finally foxed herself.117 I n  this 
rural society where outsmarting another person in a barter is the 
most important game played, Will Varner gets a husband for his 
pregnant daughter in exchange for one hundred fifty dollars and 
the Old Frenchman place. While this may be a good trade for 
Will, it is Eula's future life that is at stake. Yet her view 
of life is virtually unknown t o  us , since she speaks very little 
in this novel and plays an active role only o�ce , when several 
would-be suitors gang ·up on her chosen beau. 
At the end of the novel when Eula is not yet eighteen , we 
see her leaving the hamlet with her husband and baby. She 
has a mask-like expression on her face , "not tragic and perhaps 
not even doomed : just damned. 118 This mask-like expression is 
our first indication that Eula may be more than a "supreme primal 
uterus . "  She has functioned thus far in accord with nature and 
her society , but her long honeymoon took her out of her usual 
environment and brought her into contact with a broader world . 
This enlarged view of the world may well be the beginning of her 
loss of innocence and her realization of a need t o  confront adult 
realities. In The Town and The Mansion we see a much-changed 
Eula, who no longer has , if she ever had, the instinctive know-
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ledge o f  reality Brooks attributes to Faulkner1s women. 
While the change in our perception of Eula from The Hamlet 
to 1be Town prevents an acceptance of her as simply a mindless 
personifi cation of nature's fecundity, Lena Grove in Light In 
August does seem to be just that. Her pregnancy seems to be as 
natural and unthinking as Eula's, and she seems to be as undisturb­
ed about being unmarried as Eula. Having no parents to find her 
a husband and nothing to barter for one with , she goes to find 
the man who ·got her pregnant. 
Her easy acceptance of her pregnancy, her lack of embarrass­
ment at her unwed state, and her seemingly boundless faith that 
what she needs will be at hand when she must have it seem to 
speak for either a natural and instinctive kn�wledge of reality 
or a minimally functional intelligence. Lena's initiation cannot 
be discussed because she never seems to be aware of a crisis or 
a need to confront a hard choice. She may well be the only 
Faulknerian woman for whom Brooks' statement is valid. 
In looking at the initiations of Narcissa, Candace, Temple , 
and Drusilla, I shall view them both in chronological order by 
date of publication of the novel in which each appears and in 
order of increasing degree of success in the struggle of each 
to confront reality and self. It may be chance that these two 
orders coincide, or this co-incidence may reflect a development 
of Faulkner ' s  realization that the world is very much the same 
for both men and women and that both respond to the world in much 
the same way. 
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Among the initiations of these women, Narcissa ' s  is the 
only instance of a definite failure to achieve a viable mode of 
confronting reality. Yet she is the only one who, because of her 
appearanc� of serenity, might seem to have what Brooks sees as 
an instinctive knowledge of reality. This appearance of serenity 
turns out to be·nothing more than a socially acceptable wall 
against life. 
Narcissa Benbow in Sartoris shows herself to be unaole 
to accept the dual nature of her character and of the world. She 
has been told by society that girls are clean and quiet, sweet 
and virginal. She has practiced this proper attitude since child­
hood. Faulkner shows us his awareness of the way in �hich children 
learn their appointed social roles when he des crib es "little 
girls with colored boxes and skipping ropes, talking sibilantly 
among themselves of intense feminine affairs, and boys in 
various stages of deshabille, shouting and scuffling and jostling 
the little girls, who shrank together and· gave the little boys 
cold reverted glares. 1!9 
�en Narciss a ' s  older brother, Horace, goes off with 
Belle Mitchell, Miss Jenny bluntly states Narcissa's expected role 
in the community : "That man is making an old maid out of you. 
It isn't too late now, but if he'd waited five years later to 
play the fool, there wouldn't have been anything left for you 
except to give music lessons . But you can get married, now.1110 
Again it is the tightly binding social conventions imposed 
on women that increase the difficulty for them to lose their 
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innocence, confront the hard choice, and discover reality. 
Narcissa resists losing her innocence since this innocence is a 
part of the clean and quiet, sweet and virginal attitude expected 
of unmarried young women. We see this r�sistance in her refusal 
to delve beneath her own socially acceptable facade. Her in­
ability to face herself is revealed by her reactions both to 
the anonymous letters she receives and to Bayard and John Sartoris. 
An anonymous admirer sends Narcissa letters stating 
rather crudely a romantic interest in her. Narcissa, claiming 
the letters make her feel filthy, shows them to Miss Jenny, 
saying that she thinks she won't feel that way if she shows the 
letters to someone. She refuses, however, t o  surrender them 
for evidence so that the writer can be caught� saying, "I don't 
want t o  know. I want ·t o  forget all about it. 1 1 11 Yet Narcissa 
saves these letters which make her feel filthy and which she 
wishes t o  forget. 
Obviously Miss Jenny is more than a little right in her 
conjecture that, "We are al 1 convinced that men feel that way 
about us, and we can't help but admire the one that's got the 
courage to tell us, no matter who he is. 1 1 12 But even though 
Narcissa may be secret ly flattered or even aroused by the letters, 
she resists accepting her own sexual desires as a part of her 
human condition. 
A tension of conflicting forces is also seen in Narcissa's 
attraction to the Sartoris twins. By defending their boyhood 
pranks to Aunt Sally, she shows her admiration for the strong 
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li fe force in them. Yet her inability to say "hello" to John 
Sartoris on a chance meeting is in strong contrast with her 
desire to watch his daring deeds. She fears and detests this 
strong life force even while being attracted to it. Further 
demonstrating this conflict is her reaction to her cat. He 
tamely sits on her lap for petting, then, without warning, becomes 
a wild animal , making a sudden leap to catch a bird. Trying to 
rescue the bird from its instinctive predator, Narcissa throws 
a stick at it,  and cries, "Danm you�� You-you Sartorist 1113 Again 
instinctive, li fe-force behavior threatens her controlled facade. 
When Narcissa first meets Bayard after his return from 
the war, she can maintain her serenity by foalowing regular 
social patterns. By contrast, Bayard seems b�rely ·parlor-broken. 
Miss Jenny tells him to speak to Narcissa, but, rather than 
greeting her, he asks who she is. He takes her proffered hand, 
but seems to ignore both her and her hand as he holds it loosely 
while looking elsewhere. He avoids polite chatter, demanding 
instead a drink. He responds to her statement of regret for 
his wife ' s  death by asking her i f  she is married. He says she 
ought to try i t :  "Everybody ought t o  get married once, like 
everybody ought to go to one war. 1114 Putting war and marriage 
into the same category does not seem a very polite statement 
about his dead wi fe. As soon as Miss Jenny returns to the room 
giving him the key to the liquor cabinet , he leaves with out 
ceremony. 
By chance Narcissa sees Bayard agai n .  This time Bayard 
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is riding a wild stallion in a drunken attempt to transcend the 
compromises and disi llusions of the world. Later his still-drunk 
crowd serenades at Narcissa's house . The serenade is not a 
tribute to Narcissa in particular, since the group has gone to 
the homes of all the unmarried girls. Narcissa, who has just 
succeeded in getting "her mind surrendered to the book [by holdin&J 
her consciousness submerged deliberately"lS is brought back 
unwillingly to the world. The one-song serenade is just enough 
to waken her, but not to entertain her. Bayard has thoughtlessly 
broken her carefully controlled serenity. She shows uncharact­
eristic anger as she repeatedly calls him "the beast." Later 
she again shows unexpected and sudden vehemence as she bursts 
out exclaiming, "I hate Bayard Sartoris . . . .  I ha:te all men. 1116 
This vehemence is short-lived and sandwiched between scenes of 
lazy calmness which serve to heighten the unexpected and vehement 
effect. 
The saving of the anonymous letters and the occasional 
outbursts of fierce anger indicate that Narcissa's tranquil 
serenity is only one side of her character . It is the side 
acceptable to society. I t  is the side she can control. By 
choosing to be ignorant of some aspects of life and by forgetting 
those incidents which threaten her innocence, she can maintain a 
proper and tranquil facade . Narcissa's initiation occurs 
when Bayard thought less ly breaches this facade, and she finds 
"her nature torn in two directions and the walls of her serene 
garden cast down and she herself like a night animal or bird 
caught in a beam of light trying vainly to es cape. 1117 
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The breaching of her facade reveals that Narcissa is not 
in possession of the natural and instinctive knowledge of reality 
Brooks attributes to Faulkner's women. The development of the 
breach is shown i n  a scene where she is reading to Bayard while 
he convalesces from the injuries he received in an auto accident. 
In that afternoon she moves from sitting lifelessly and thinking 
that "there would be peace for her only in a world where there 
were no men at all11 18 to having an emotional outburst. This 
time the outburst is not one of anger but of crying and laughing 
and crying again. She is forced into an awareness of her physical 
being as Bayard holds her wrists and she can "feel the flesh 
of her wrists , feel the bones turn in it. 1 1 19 She is forced 
to stop resisting her attraction t o  Bayard, b�t she does exact 
a promise from him i n  ·return for her coming out of hiding. She 
gets him to promise not to drive his car fast anymore. 
Bayard and Narcissa enjoy a calm period together during 
which the breach into Narcissa's tightly controlled self-possession 
widens as she relaxes her guard against life. This calm is broken 
when Bayard breaks his promise not t o  drive fast. He and Narcissa 
are out for a drive when they come to the place where Bayard 
wrecked his car. He cannot resist the opportunity to see i f  
he can successfully drive this stretch o f  road at top speed, 
testing both his skill and his courage. Narciss a ' s  fear of the 
physical danger and her despairing realization that his promise 
to her was worth less complete the breaking of the wall of 
s erenit� she had made for herself. She loses all reserve as 
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"she clung to him, moving her hands crazily about his shoulders 
. . . and then her crazed hands were on his face and she was 
sobbing wildly against his mouth. 1 1 20 
Narcissa and Bayard marry, and she becomes pregnant. Try­
ing to participate fully in Bayard's world, Narcissa even goes 
'possum hunting with him, although she gets sick when she sees 
the 'possum axed. But her attempts to become one with Bayard 
are .to no avail, since he is consumed by his own initiation. He 
must learn to accept the death o f  his twin and his own inability 
to have saved John. Harder yet, he must accept the fact that 
there might have been an element of cowardice in his unwillingness 
to make an attempt to help John even though such an attempt was 
almost �ertain to be futile. He is filled with despair at his 
own possible cowardice· and worthlessness. And he despairs at 
his inability to find meaning in life. 
Returning from 'possum hunting, Narcissa realizes that, 
even as she was not important enough to Bayard for him to keep 
his promise about not driving fast, she can never be important 
enough to him to help him find meaning in life. This is the 
beginning of Narcissa's withdrawal from Bayard, from herself, 
and from the world. She has failed her initiation. She is not 
able to develop beyond the self-controlled, half-alive serenity 
behind which is hidden her desire to live. She recoils into 
her serenity, seemingly for good since she now has a goal. 
Her goal takes shape when she is shown a painted face in 
miniature and realizes that it is Bayard as a child. Although 
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he is recogni�able, his face does not have the bleak arrogance 
which shows in his adult face. Rather the child's face shows 
"a sort of frank spontaneity, wann and ready and generous. 1 121 
Narcissa decides that she will make a world for her child in 
which he will never have to lose the frank spontaneity, the wannth 
and generosity that she sees in the face in the painting. 
Narcissa retreats from living with all its dangers and 
joys.  She consciously submerges her own drive for life, surround­
ing her child with protection from a loss of innocence. She 
will attempt to prevent his knowing of human mortality and of 
the simultaneous existence in a person and in the world of 
cowardice and bravery, of goodness and evil, even as she 
chooses not to know these things herself. Responding to the 
destructive elements in her experience by retreating behind the 
safety of a wall of serenity, Narcissa also cuts herself off 
from life's creative moments. 
Faulkner shows us in the character of Candace Compson 
in The Sound and the Fury a young woman trapped by the combination 
of nature's fecundity and society's insistence that such fecundity 
be leashed until certain conditions are satisfied. In this 
novel we witness the initiation of all the Compson children 
with the exception, of course, of Benjy. 
We do not see much of hope or success as Quentin, Jason 
and Candace meet the realities of the adult world. Quentin 
has a sensi ti vi ty and inflexibility .which make it impossible for 
him to give up his illusions and to accept reality. When Candace 
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falls in love, becomes pregnant, is deserted by her lover, and 
forced to accept another man as husband, Quentin chooses suicide 
rather than face the reality of Candace ' s  behavior. 
Jason is as inflexible in his insistent grasp of his version 
of factual reality as Quentin is in his clutching at his illusions. 
Jason distrusts all human relationships and is, therefore, 
incapable of relating successfully to his world. It is as pain­
ful to see his brutal treatment o f  all those around him as it 
is to witness 
,Q
uentin's anguished encounter with reality. 
While these Compson sons recoil from reality and themselves, 
Candace Compson is also testing herself and her world. First 
shown to us through Benjy's memory as a girl of seven in the 
water-splashing scene, she appears to be the most charming and 
likeable of the Compson children. 
In this scene, the behavior o f  the Compson children 
"is an innocent anticipation of their destinies; each shows 
himself as he will later become.11
22 Candace is revealed as 
being full of life and as daring to live despite restrictions 
put on her. An example of this characteristic is seen when 
her chance to splash in the water is threatened by the admon­
ition to keep her dress dry. Rather than miss the fun o f  
splashing, she employs a practical compromise involving the 
removal of her dress , leaving her free to splash in just bodice 
and drawers. 
Her character is revealed further by her reactions to 
her brother s .  She rejects the deception in Quentin' s suggestion 
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to walk back to their house slowly so that it wil l  be too dark 
for their parents to see their wet and muddy clothes. She 
refuses to be intimidated by Jason's threats o f  telling on them. 
When she says she'll run away in order to avoid a whipping, 
Benjy becomes upset. Her sense of responsibility i s  demonstrated 
as she soothes him with the assurance that she will not run away. 
Candace is established in this scene as being full o f  
l i fe, loving and responsible, able to compromise, repelled by 
deception, and bold enough to stand up to intimidation. These 
qualities continue to be seen as, attaining adolescence, she 
reaches out for her own life. Her continued concern for Benjy 
is demonstrated by her washing off her perfume, the smell of 
which is disconcerting to him, and by her leaving her date alone 
in the lawn swing when. she goes to comfort Benjy. 
Since she seems to have no very strong interest in the 
boys she dates before she meets Dalton Ames, it is relatively 
easy for her to leave them to comfort Benjy. When she falls 
in love with Ames, it is no longer possible for her to leave 
her date in order to satisfy the needs o f  her brothers. This 
time it is Quentin who becomes upset, and he threatens Ames 
with bodily harm i f  he sees Candace again. Candace shows great 
love for Quentin in her patient attempts both to comfort him 
and to help him understand her feelings for Ames. Having two 
such brothers to contend with, another brother and a mother who 
seem incapable of loving anyone, and a father who seems to care 
for his family but in a cynically weary way, Candace is very 
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much on her own. 
This family, which offers Candace little of love, security 
or support, may actually be damaging to her in her relationship 
with Aines. Although some critics see her as pro�iscuous, there 
is no evidence in the novel that she has had sexual relations 
-
with anyone other than Aines. The natural world and the social 
world come into conflict when she yields to her emotional and 
phys·ical feelings for him and becomes pregnant. Again no evi-
dence is in the novel to suggest that Aines leaves knowing that 
Candace is pregnant, but he does leave. It is possible that his 
leaving is caused by a lack of love for Candace, but it is also 
possible that he leaves because of a wariness of such a family 
as hers. 
Repeatedly in Faulkner's novels the female's yielding 
to the sexual-reproductive urge, despite society's demand for 
virginity in women, brings about that encounter between the self 
and the world which is the initiation experience. Candace, 
caught between nature and society, is, at least temporarily, 
defeated. Unmarried, pregnant, and deserted, she yields to her 
mother's deceptive but socially practical compromise of marrying 
the first reasonably acceptable suitor. Such a suitor will learn 
of her pregnancy only after the wedding. This deception, rather 
than her yielding to nature's fecundity, is Candace's major mis-
take. The compromise, even in the face of her sense of love and 
responsibility to her family, is both morally wrong and too 
great a sacrifice of her personal freedom. 
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When Candace's husband learns of the deception, he casts 
out both Candace and the child. While the care of the baby is 
accepted by the Compsons, Mrs. Compson refuses ever to have Candace's 
name spoken in their house. If Candace were a twentieth- century 
Tess Durbeyfield, she might take a lowly job and struggle nobly 
to earn a living, thereby having her child with her while living 
a chaste and chastened existence. But Candace is not stronger 
and more noble than average. For the next few years, she 
apparently accepts an easier, more luxurious expedient : permitting 
men to support her. However, during this time she does not lose 
interest in her child. 
To this point, Candace is certainly an instance of a 
failed initiation. She has dared to love and gotten herself 
into a socially untenable position. She has accepted a deceptive 
compromise to alter this position and damaged herself morally 
and ethically. She is still tied to her emotional commitment 
to he.r child, yet completely cut off from her. She is still 
tied to her family, yet, except for her totally frustrating and 
futile contacts with Jason, she is abandoned by them. 
She does not face the reality of her s ituation until 
her father's funeral, when, in her conversation ..with Jason, she 
faces the fact that she has nothing to lose, that she has, through 
chance and circumstance , already lost everything she values. 
She loved Quentin, but she could not help him, and he is dead. 
She loves Benjy, but she cannot help him by keeping him in a 
changeless situation and being to him what she was when they were 
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children. She feels guilt for the grief she gave her father, 
but he was never able to help her, and now he is dead and for-
ever beyond her reach. She realizes that her mother will never 
forgive or love her. 
Recognizing her helplessness to change the world of her 
family, Candace leaves it. Her daring to live in the face of 
life's restrictions reasserts itself. She does not so much 
desert her daughter as accept her inability to be of much help 
to her. At the same time she seems to affirm Faulkner's feeling 
that, "If our own passions, our own problems are not important, 
then there is no reason to be here. 1123 
The Appendix to The Sound and the Fury contains the only 
information we are given of Candace after this confrontation of 
the reality of her situation. Here Faulkner gives us dates of 
marriages and divorces and one last glimpse of her in 1 94 3  in 
. 24 "a photograph in color clipped obviously from a slick magaZlne . "  
She is surrounded b y  "luxury and money and sunlight . . . ageless 
and beautiful, cold serene and damned, 1.1 25 standing beside a 
middle-aged German staff general. 
This last view of Candace is filled with an ambiguity 
which leaves us unable to determine i f  she has obtained a viable 
mode of life in this world. We only know that she has survived 
physically and that she is still caught between the act and man's 
apprehension of the act. It is the person who views the photo-
graph that sees the "luxury and money" in it and that sees her 
face as "cold serene and damned." One critic sees the photograph 
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of the adult Caddy a s  "the woman whose capacities for partici­
pation in the normal reproductive process have been destroyed. 1126 
The county librarian sees a person who needs to be saved. Jason 
sees the photograph and laughs, seemingly either because he 
too sees her as needing to be saved and knows he won't save 
her, or because he sees the irony of her being surrounded by 
luxury and money while his life is still toil and dissatisfaction. 
Dils.ey says she cannot see Candace. Possibly Dilsey knows that 
seeing a frozen moment is even less revealing of a person's 
thoughts and emotions than is seeing his actions. 
Faulkner says of Candace that she was "Doomed and knew 
it, accepted the doom without either seeking or fleeing it. 1127 
If we look again at the seven-year-old girl in her muddy bloomers 
who climbs the pear tree to see what the adults are doing in 
the parlor , we find this to be a perfect group of images, with 
the muddy bloomers indicating her active involvement in life, 
climbing the pear tree indicating her willingness to exert effort 
and to take risks in order to learn about life, and her viewing 
of Damuddy's death-watch through the parlor window as indicating 
the beginning of her awareness of man ' s  mortality. 
Since time is the destructive element in The Sound and 
the Fury, it seems possible that Candace ' s  very survival indicates 
that she has not been totally unsuccessful in her confrontation 
with self and world, although we might require more resistance 
and more protestation from her. Whether or not Candace has come 
to a successful reconciliation of self and world and found a 
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viable mode of life, she has certainly not been endowed with an 
intuitive knowledge that would enable her to avoid the struggle 
to discover reality and herself. 
Meeting Candace Compson when she has all the freshness 
and innocence of a particularly appealing seven-year-old pre­
disposes the reader to look for hope and justification for 
her seeming appearance in the Appendix as a self-serving woman 
with a well -preserved facade. Faulkner does not give such a 
pleasing' first impression of Temple Drake. She is presented 
as an irresponsible, pleasure-seeking college girl running 
around with either town boys or college men, according to the 
resources available to them for giving her a good time. This 
view of her does not predispose the reader to look for hope and 
justification for the young woman who at the end of the novel 
perjures herself, thereby assuring the murder conviction of an 
innocent man. Temple i s  presented throughout the novel as the 
Faulknerian female most likely to be disliked, yet the crudity 
of her rape focuses enough of our sympathy on her to waken some 
doubt about her seemingly total lack of personal worth. 
Temple's activities as a college girl are controlled by 
the social mores for her age, her class, and her attractiveness. 
She gives the appearance of being less than fully awake as she 
flits from dance partner to dance partner, from party to party, 
from car to car. Yet the social conventions which seem to dictate 
this will-less, mindless whirl of pleasure- seeking activities 
also require her to be constantly on guard to remain virginal or 
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at least apparently so. While her sexual attractiveness foments 
the activities of her life, society dictates that she not enter 
this life completely . When experiences threaten to become too 
real, too complete, she retreats to the sanctuary of "My father's 
a judge . "  
But the people around Temple at the Goodwin's or at Miss 
Reba's are not to be put off with "My father's a judg e . "  Here 
Temple is forced for the first time in her life to function outside 
the protection of her accustomed social mores. And for the first 
time she finds herself completely awake and alert to life. She 
becomes aware of the reality of evil and of sensual pleasures. 
She must come to grips with these forces not only as a part of 
the world around her, but, even more alarmingly, as·a part of herself. 
Ruby Lamar is Temple's first reality instructor. She 
accuses Temple of being an honest woman, a pure girl who plays 
at life, taking all she can get and giving nothing; she reveals 
the extent of love and loyalty a woman may have for a man; she 
sneers at material goods as a poor substitute for really loving 
and really living. Temple retreats from such unaccustomed frank­
ness, such unexpected revelations. Drawing from her own background, 
she assumes that one of the men at Goodwin's must be Ruby's brother 
or her husband. Trying to pray, she can only think of saying 
over and over again, "My father's a judge." Talking baby-talk 
to Ruby's child, she reveals her retreat to infantilism, saying, 
"if bad mans hurts Temple, us'll tell the governor's soldiers, 
won't us?1128 
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Temple's retreat to baby-talk and to a world where Daddy 
or the governor can make everything all right places emphasis on 
the unitiated state that Temple is in. Running parallel in the 
novel to Temple's uninitiated state is that of Horace Benbow, who 
believes that words and ideals, in the form of the law and justice, 
can make everything all right. 
Brooks refers to Sanctuary as a- novel· of "the . male 1·s 
initiation into the nature of evil [which is] bound up with his 
discovery of the true nature of woman, �i th his discovery] that 
women have a secret rapport with evil which men do not have, 
that they are able to adjust to evil without being shattered by 
it. 1 1 29 But both Temple and Horace are initiated into the nature 
of evil in Sanctuary, and it is quite possibl� that· only Temple 
approaches success in her response to the reality of evil. 
Perhaps Brooks feels that Temple's very ability to live 
through physical violation, a violation made possible by her 
pampered childhood, by her adolescence sheltered by the social 
mores of her class, and by the lesser physical strength of women, 
indicates a secret rapport with evil and an ability to adjust to 
it without being shattered by it.  I see i t  simply as the mindless 
will of the body to remain alive, and I find the mental violation 
more important than the physical violation and ultimately more 
difficult for Temple to survive. 
The meaningless preparations which Temple makes so care­
fully for going to bed that night at the Goodwin's show the 
mental confusion she is in. Ruby has drawn Temple a picture of 
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life outside her protected social realm, and this picture has 
made an impression on Temple. In addition, probably for the 
first time in her life she considers human mortality as she 
looks at Ruby's sleeping baby in a box by the stove where it 
is "distinguished only by a series of pale shadows in soft 
curves Qtnd she realize© 'He's going to die . . . poor little 
baby• I 1 130 
As a part of her preparations for going to bed at the 
Goodwin's, Temple checks her appearance in the mirror of her 
compact, places her folded dress, her hat, her slippers and a 
canteen under a quilt on the bed. She lies down wearing two 
coats with "her hands crossed on her breast and her legs straight 
and close and decorous like an effigy on an ancient· tomb.1131 
These ritualistic preparations for a possible journey into 
death show Temple's seeming awareness that she too, like the 
poor baby, is going to die, even though her death may be sexual. 
Awaking unharmed the next morning and needing to go to 
the bathroom, she avoids using the stall in the barn where the 
old, blind man just finished. She walks through the barn and 
out into the sunshine and weeds and birdsong of a fresh new 
day. When she rises upon finishing, she finds she has not 
been in the purity of the natural world, but under man's corrupt­
ing scrutiny all the while. 
Running, hysterically looking for some place to hide, 
she re-enters the barn and runs up a ladder. Her physical world 
becomes as distorted as her social world when she suddenly finds 
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herself running upside down. She is falling through a seemingly 
solid area of the loft much as she has fallen through the seem-
ingly solid protection of her social world. Landing unharmed, 
· she finds herself confronting the viciousness of nature as she 
stares eye to eye at a rat. The viciousness of nature is combined 
with man's viciousness when Popeye rapes her with a corn cob. 
And this is not the last nor the most devastating betrayal by 
natu�e which Temple experiences. Far more difficult for her 
to cope with is her own traitorous flesh, which finds itself 
enjoying the love-making with the handsome, virile lover pro-
vided for her by the impotent Popeye. 
After the rape, Temple cries out, ' " Something is happen­
ing to me 1·1 132 Olga Vickery sees this scream �s "mingled pro-
33 test and exultation." Faulkner has prepared the reader for 
this sense of tension between conflicting forces. He has jux-
taposed motion and immobility in Temple's running out of her 
body, running upside down, and running effectively without 
motion, exemplified by her not getting anywhere. Just at the 
moment of the rape, he places sound and silence in opposition, 
describing Temple's hearing of silence "as though sound and 
silence had become inverted.1134 The conflict in Temple, the 
mingled protest and exultation, may be similar to the feeling 
of "pinch me so I know I 'm awake." For Temple it may be, "I 
have been hurt, therefore I know I'm alive." 
Fau'lkner's juxtaposition of opposites also suggests 
some hope for success in Temple's initiation. At the end of 
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the novel, the idea that Horace seems to have rejected and that 
Temple may be worki"!'lg toward is a realization that, "it is only 
in the verbal universe, whether philosophic, legal or poetic, 
that evil can be isolated as the antithesis of good. In experi­
ence evil is a necessary condition of ·existence which cannot be 
destroyed without destroying life itself .1135 
Frequently Faulkner shows society and nature in opposition, 
but in this novel, neither is safe ground. Temple is deserted 
by society: her accustomed social mores do not prevail in a 
different milieu; her southern-gentleman-escort is so embarrassed 
by being seen incapable of holding his liquor that he deserts 
her; her sanctuary of father and brothers proves inadequate. 
Nature in all its expected gentleness and purity also deserts 
Temple: man has entered the natural world and, even in the 
country, commits vicious acts; nature is in itself frequently 
vicious and unjust; people, as a part of nature, incluqe not 
only gentleness and purity, but also viciousness and injustice. 
Temple has neither society nor nature to rely on. She has only 
herself, and that a seventeen-year-old, one-hundred-ten-pound 
self with little of knowledge, experience or strength. 
Although.Temple is rarely or never presented in a favorable 
light, some sympathy is generated for her, and it is possible 
to see Temple in the courtroom and at the Luxembourg Gardens 
as not totally depraved. She appears in these scenes as being 
once more only half-awake, half-alive, frightened by Popeye 
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into perjury and conducted by her father on a re-virginization 
trip to Europe. Discontent and sadness show on her face as 
she listens to the band in the Luxembourg Gardens with her 
father-jailor-protector with his stick and his rigid bar o f  
moustache. We see her escape her surroundings as "she seemed 
to follow with her eyes the waves o f  music, to dissolve into the 
dying brasses . . . and on into the sky lying prone and van­
quished in the embrace of the season of rain and death. 1136 She 
has physically survived a gruesome experience; she has had her 
nose rubbed in this world's meanness. The question of her mental 
survival remains unanswered. While Horace retreats to his old 
world having seen evil in many people yet seemingly still deny­
ing its existence in himself, the discontent i? Temple's face 
and her mental escape from her father's life-denying protection 
into "the embrace of the season o f  rain and death" plead for 
the possibility of an acceptance in self and world of evil and 
good merged in life even as rain brings rebirth from death. 
Since Temple's initiation ha.s not been proven actually 
unsuccessful, it may still show success. Her struggle has been 
hysterical. Evil has come close to shattering her and may yet 
succeed. But she hasn't yet shown actual recoil and may yet be 
able to look at and accept herself as both good and evil. 
This need to realize the dual nature o f  self and world is 
seen again in The Unvanquished, where we are shown the initiations 
of Bayard Sartoris and Drusilla Hawk. Looking first at Bayard's 
experience, we find that although it might seem that his avenging 
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the murder of his grandmother is his initiation experience, it 
is not. This act is merely a fulfilling of what his society 
expects of him. This fulfilling of societal demands cannot 
be a true initiation for Bayard, since it does not leave him 
with a viable mode of life. Bayard is not truly initiated into 
the mature, responsible world until he· faces liis father' s 
murderer not to take "an eye for an eye," but to state personally 
and .at great risk of life and honor his, as well as his father 's, 
ultimate realization that there has been enough killing. 
Bayard ' s  confrontation with his father ' s  murderer is a 
completely successful initiation. He not only survives physically, 
but his action is understood and accepted by his society, thereby 
accomplishing the ideal aim of initiation: "knowledge, recog­
nition, and confirmation of the world." Bayard has confronted 
the hard choice and discovered reality. 
While Faulkner has "reproduce[d] exactly not the recog­
nizable picture but the unmistakable experience" 3·7 :of.�Bayard ' s 
initiation, he had given us less evidence of a successful attain­
ing of maturity for Drusilla Hawk. There is an ambivalence in 
the meaning of the sprig of verbena she leaves on Bayard ' s  
pillow when, as his father' s  widow, she leaves their house to 
go live with her married brother. The sense of rightness and 
hopefulness felt with Bayard ' s  success is held in abeyance by 
this ambivalence, yet we can have no doubt whatsoever that 
Drusilla has struggled mightily to realize her self and her 
relationship with her world. 
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By the time Drusilla is introduced to us, the enlarged 
role forced on women by the stressful times has already been shown 
clearly. It is particularly through the actions of Granny Millard 
that we see this enlarged role. We see her hide Ringo and 
Bayard from a Yankee colonel after the boys fire a musket at 
the Yankees; we see her dominate Joby and Loosh with her insis·t­
ence on protecting her trunk of silver; we see her hitting 
Yankees with her umbrella in an attempt to prevent them from 
stealing her mule s .  After her house is burned and her s ilver, 
niggers and mules stolen, we see her set out to reclaim her 
property traveling with a nearly useless horse, no musket and 
two thirteen-year-old boys in territory filled with both Yankee 
and Confederate soldiers. 
All this prepares us for Drusilla's also enlarged role. 
Her father is dead, her fiance . has been killed, her home is 
burned, and she has a mother and ten-year-old brother to look 
out for. Although Faulkner has prepared us well for the reali­
zation that women have had to assume much of the ·male role, he 
describes Drusilla with some insistence as "like a man ." When 
we first see her, she i s  on a horse "riding astride, like a man; 
. . . she had on pants,  like a man; . . .  her hair was cut short; 
it looked like Father's would when . the men [cut] each 
other's hair with a bayonet; . . .  she was sunburned and her 
hands were hard and scratched like a man ' s  that works.11 38 
Her man-like bravery is shown in the description her 
brother gives of how she saved her horse from the Yankees. Further 
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demonstrating the stress of the times, the Hawks, Granny, Ringo 
and Bayard sit in a Negro cabin where the Hawks live now that 
their house is burned. In this humbled condition Drusilla tells 
of the hordes of Negroes marching past going to what they be­
lieve. to be their River Jordan, and she tells of the destruction 
of the railroad. 
Drusilla has seen man's deeds "put to the ultimate test 
and.proving nothing save the finality of death and the vanity 
of all endeavor [and can now say] 'Thank God for nothing.' 1 139 
These experiences of Dru's are comparable to Bayard's experiences 
leading up to and including the avenging of his Grandmother's 
murder. Drusilla does not recoil into herself and become estranged 
from the world any more than Bayard does. But, being eight 
years older than Bayard, she thinks that the only viable mode 
of life fo� her is in joining Uncle John's troops. 
Faulkner's insistence that we see Drusilla "like a man" 
calls attention to the contrast between .her enlarged role and 
that of Granny. Granny, although forced out of her usual role, 
makes every effort to continue life as much as possible as it 
was before the war. She still washes out the boys' mouths with 
soap when they use unacceptable language and still kneels to 
confess wrong-doings to the Lord. She still clings to the 
conventional need for a traveling lady to have a hat and umbrella, 
imperturbably borrowing these from a friend after hers are ruined 
or lost. And she still clings to the idea that men will not 
harm an old woman. 
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Drusilla's unconventional desire to join the cavalry is 
in striking contrast to Granny's persistence in acting in 
ordinary ways in extraordinary times. Faulkner's insistence 
that we see Drusilla "like a man" makes us aware of the complete­
ness of the existential crisis in Drusilla's life and prepares 
us to see all her future actions from a radically altered 
perspective. She has been placed outside the realm of social 
convention. She has adopted the need for actions based on ideals 
rather than limited by protocol. She has gone beyond the role 
for women stipulated by her society, yet the ideals she has 
adopted are not hers but those of John Sartoris. 
Even though this breaking with conventional behavior 
and acting on ideals seems to be Drusilla's initiation, it is 
not. It is a mode of behavior viable only in the turmoil of 
the war itself and comes to an abrupt end for Drusilla after 
the war when the conventional world again asserts itself. 
"Do you want to be free?1140 Bayard asks Ringo with some 
incredulity. His youthful questioning reminds the mature mind 
of the responsibilities implicit in freedom. This question of 
"Do you want to be free?" with all its implications can also be 
asked of Drusilla. "Since the clans of the Old South are based 
on a male hierarchy, women naturally play a secondary role.1 141 
If the enlarged role forced on women by the stressful times 
permits them new man-like freedoms, it also encumbers them with 
new responsibilities. For Drusilla 'this is the responsibility 
of not just breaking with meaningless conventions but also 
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breaking with unthinking adoption of male ideals. 
The manner in which Faulkner presents Drusilla during 
this crisis is a fine example of Eliot's objective correlative. 
We are not made privy to the progress of Dru ' s  thinking, but 
we see her still wearing her hair savagely cropped yet now also 
wearing a dress, thereby making us feel that her mind is still 
involved with male ideals while her body is gowned to placate 
social conventions. And this split is made clear again when 
election day and her wedding day coincide. We see her with the 
ballot box in her arms while the forgotten wedding veil barely 
remains on her head. Later we see her as Woman kissing.-Bayard 
with "the skill without weariness, the knowledge virginal to 
surfeit, 1 142 mich act is contrasted with her r_unning with "the 
skirts she did not like to wear lifted almost to her knees, her 
legs beneath it running as boys run. 1 143 
Yet while Drusilla has moved beyond the socially circum­
scribed feminine role, she is left behind ·the men in her think­
ing. She is left behind John Sartoris, who moves on to " a 
little moral house-cleaning [because he iaj tired of killing men, 
no matter what the necessity nor the end.1144 And she is left still 
farther behind Bayard, who moves beyond his father to the point 
where he can risk not just his life but . his honor in order to 
accomp lish "moral house-cleaning." Yet Drusilla, still acting 
on the ideal these men formerly held, is like a priestess of 
retribution as she gives Bayard the pistol? with which he can 
a�enge his father ' s  murder. She is still carried by the tide 
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of her commitment to John Sartoris' war-time ideals because, as 
she says , "if its's a good dream, it's worth it. There are not 
many dreams in the world, but there are a lot of human lives.1145 
At this time when Drusilla is forced to confront the 
altered Sartoris ideals, we are forced to face the ambivalence 
in the meaning of the sprig of verbena. Drusilla says she has 
worn verbena because she can smell it above the odor of courage 
and above the odor of horses. Learning late in the novel that 
these are odors she wished not to smell, we must re�evaluate 
her riding with John Sartoris and the cavalry, thereby inten­
tionally putting herself in the midst of men and horses and 
courage or the need for it. Handing Bayard the pistols of 
retribution, she gives him one sprig of verbena while casting 
away another, saying, 1 11 abjure verbena forever more.11
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seems to imply that, while recognizing Bayard's need for courage, 
she will no longer force herself to be or at least seem courageous. 
Drusilla, after recovering from her· initial hysteria at 
the realization that Bayard does not intend to kill his father ' s  
murderer, places a last sprig of verbena on Bayard's pillow. This 
flower might be thought of as an award for the way in which he 
has handled this societally demanded ve�geance situation, indicat­
ing a recognition on Drusil la ' s  part of Bayard's new ideals. Or 
it may be an admission that courage will always be necessary. Or 
it may be placed significantly on his bed pillow to indicate the 
courage demanded of them both in order to forever renounce any 
ro�antic attachment between them. 
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Drusilla's final act in the novel of going to live with 
her married brother is very socially acceptabl e ,  since it places 
the young widow under the protection of a male blood relative , 
a protection assumed to be necessary and desirable. If Drusilla 
recognizes Bayard's courage in the manner in which he handled 
his father's murder, then she too has advanced beyond the dream 
of John Sartoris on which she has been living. If she has ad­
van�ed to an acceptance of the individual's need to think inde­
pendently while operating within the basic framework of society's 
conventions, then she is well on her way to an initiation as 
full of success and hope as that of Bayard. But if the last 
sprig of verbena and the going to her brother's are an admission 
of defeated dreams and a recoil into society' s  conventions, 
then she is not a successful initiate. 
Whether or not Drusilla is successful in her initiation, 
we have witnessed her very real struggle to realize her self not 
in a secondary role as outlined by society, but as a thinking 
individual. Faulkner has not shown her to have a natural , in­
stinctive possession of the knowledge of reality, and Drusilla 
cannot possibly be conceived of as a ''mindless personification 
of nature's fecundity." 
Among the initiations of Narcissa, Candace, Temple and 
Drusilla, Narcissa's is the only instance of a definite failure 
to achieve a viable mode of confronting reality. Although the 
responses of Candace and Temple to their crises afford little 
hope for success in corning to terms with themselves and reality, 
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these two cannot be seen as definite failures in their attempts 
to achieve a viable mode of life .  Not enough is told about 
Candace's mature life, and Temple hasn't made an independent 
response yet. Among these women, Drusilla's response to her 
existential ordeal, although ambivalent, offers the greatest 
amount of hope for success. 
The lack of success in the initiations of Drusilla, 
Candace, Temple and Narcissa should prove that none of them has 
a natural and instinctive knowledge of reality. Each woman has 
had a struggle to discover herself and reality. And even as the 
women have had little success, so too none of their male counter­
parts has achieved success either, with the exception of Bayard 
in The Unvanquished. 
The male and female worlds are described and contrasted 
more clearly in Sartoris than in the other novels under consid­
eration. In these other novels, Faulkner has treated his char­
acters as humans who struggle to find their identities and reality 
rather than as males or females . In Sartoris there is more 
polarization of the sexe s :  Miss Jenny says women are forced to 
be strong because "men can't seem to stand anything. 1 147 Narcissa 
and Horace discuss the feminine indifference to words which are 
all important to the male, and Faulkner comments on "the fine 
and passive courage of women. 1148 
Sally R. Page says that "the basic tension out of which 
Faulkner ' s  early works were created [i� a sense of the power and 
omnipresence of the feminine alternative to male despair . It 
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is an alternative for which the male yearns but because of its 
imperfections, an alternative which he also flees.1149 Although 
this theme is present in Faulkner's third novel, Sartoris, it is 
not so strongly stated as it i s  in his first two novels , Soldiers' 
� and Mosquitoes. The m�jor female characters in Sartoris , 
Miss Jenny Du Pre, Belle Mitchell and Narcissa Benbow, vary so 
greatly that the idea of a general female approach to life is 
undercut. Each must be seen, not as a type, but as a fully 
developed individual who is involved in obtaining her own viable 
mode of life just as the male characters must be seen in this way. 
This undercutting of the idea of a sex-based prototypic 
approach to life strengthens Sartoris rather than weakening it. 
It permits the portrayal of Belle as weak, vapid and worthless 
while still allowing respect to be felt for the sharp-tongued 
but soft-hearted Miss Jenny. Not only does the undercutting 
permit wide divergence in the portrayals of the members of any 
one sex, but it paves the way for an understanding of great 
variety within one character making it unnecessary for a char­
acter to act in a consistent manner. Rather we can accept , for 
instance, the disparity between Horace's happiness in his return 
from the war to an orderly world containing the gracious and 
benign peace of his family home and the serenity of his sister 
and, on the other hand, his will ingness to leave this world 
shortly for the canny stupidity of Belle Mitchell and the raw 
new-ness of tract housing. 
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Faulkner outgrows the notion t�at the biological differ­
ences in men and women dictate a mental and emotional difference 
between the sexes, with women being like women and men like men. 
In this novel and all those published after it, "most of Faulkner's 
characters, although extreme, are not ' fixed. ' Their dominant 
characteristics are not fixed nor are their relationships with 
other characters.115° Faulkner ' s  novels show that "the human 
heart in conflict with itself, or with others, or with environ­
ment" is just that, a human heart, not a male or female heart. 
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